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brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high - that s the main lesson to be drawn from this insightful practical book brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high speed world by jonathan r copulsky, brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high - about the author jonathan r copulsky is the cmo for deloitte consulting s strategy and operations practice with 30 years of experience as a senior marketing and sales executive and consultant jonathan works with the world s leading brands on their toughest marketing and sales challenges, brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high speed world jonathan r copulsky st martin s griffin - brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high speed world jonathan r copulsky st martin s griffin, brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high - buy brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high speed world reprint by jonathan r copulsky isbn 9780230392182 from amazon s book store everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders, brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high - social media brand resilience brand sabotage reputation review number 2012 2 review subject brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high speed world jonathan r copulsky publisher name palgrave macmillan place of publication new york ny publication year 2011 price us 26 type review publisher emerald group publishing, brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high - part one why your brand is at more risk than you think in a high speed world a brand new day valuable brands fragile brands copulsky lays out the paradox facing brand owners today brands are enormously powerful and becoming more so but incredibly fragile and becoming more so, brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high - buy brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high speed world by copulsky jonathan r author paperback by jonathan r copulsky isbn from amazon s book store everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders, brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high - get this from a library brand resilience managing risk and recovery in a high speed world jonathan r copulsky today information travels at the speed of light and social and mobile media make even the most vaunted brands vulnerable to attack by disgruntled customers rivals and even internal sources
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